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Synopsis
The complete and uncut collection of the Temptation Island series by Anya Merchant. When Luke decides to take a relaxing vacation with the woman who raised him and the girl he grew up with, fate decides to bring them together in hot and forbidden ways. After their plane goes down over the Pacific Ocean, they find themselves stranded on a desert island. As the only man to have survived the crash, Luke finds it achingly hard to deal with his powerful and primal urges, which only intensify as the group begins to discover the true nature of their predicament. Will Luke be able to resist until rescue arrives, or will he end up at the center of his own taboo tropical harem?
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Customer Reviews
This story goes where the regular run of the mill plots do not go. A lot of interesting material covering survival mode in a barren, burnt out world along with some enticing erotica to keep things from getting too serious. How will our young male survivor and his beautiful step-mom deal with what is to be their new every day life of staying alive in very close and intimate quarters? And what really are they to expect from the uncertain future? Only time will tell and time is moving fast forward!
Had to be a young man to perform like that!!!!!

I enjoyed it, would like to see more chapters.

like story but main characher to whiny
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